COMMENTS

RESPONSES

AE-1

Thank you for your introductory comments. Please see responses to
specific comments, below.

AE-2

Regarding traffic heading west on Elfin Forest Road, see Response
K-165. In addition, County of San Diego Report Format & Content
Requirements for Transportation and Traffic, only locations receiving
25 directional peak hour trips or more are to be included in the traffic
analysis. Since the Project adds fewer than 25 trips to Harmony Grove
Road/Elfin Forest Road west of Country Club Drive, the analysis further
to the west was not warranted. As discussed in Sections 2.8.2.7 and
2.8.2.8, the Project would not be expected to create significant hazards
on nearby roadways including Harmony Grove Road. The addition of
fewer than 25 peak hour tips on a roadway that would have approximately
837 peak hour trips (assuming 10 percent of the daily volume as shown
in Table A) would not significantly impact the roadway as described in
the comment. Regarding fire evacuations, see Topical Response: Fire/
Evacuations.
Noise impacts to off-site receptors were analyzed in accordance with
County noise standards in Subchapter 2.6. No significant noise impacts
would occur to off-site receptors per County standards.
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The comment raises fire safety issues with evacuation. The possibility
of an evacuation to the west is shown on FPP Figure 12. As discussed
in the FPP and Topical Response: Fire/Evacuations, all routes identified
for evacuation and alternate traffic control are subject to actual live
conditions during a wildfire in the area and are subject to override and
on-the-ground assessments of the conditions and safety measures at the
time of an emergency. Delays are inherent in the state of emergency
and the safety personnel have taken such delays into account when the
evacuation notices are delivered to specific areas and residents within
each area.
The Sheriff’s Department is responsible for evacuation and part of
Incident Command when a fire incident in the area occurs. In recent
years, especially after the 2003 and 2007 fires, emergency communication
and implementation of evacuations has greatly improved and become
more efficient in providing evacuation information and notifications
for evacuations (e.g., the reverse 911 system and the information
and assistance provided by the AlertSanDiego and ReadySanDiego
programs). The home owners within the Project would be signed up to
participate in the County’s Emergency Response website where people
can download applications directly to their cell phones for reverse 911
calls to allow for earlier, safer and more orderly evacuation of the area.
Earlier notification of fire dangers will be critical in creating a safer,
more orderly evacuation situation in the area. See also Response K-209
regarding adherence to the READY! SET! GO! Program, and see Topical
Response: Fire/Evacuations.

AE-4

The commenter provides an opinion related to the morality of developing
land in rural areas. However, the information does not raise a specific
issue related to the adequacy of the EIR. Therefore, no response is
provided.
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